
Powerful uses of Digital rewarDs  
within the INSURANCE INdUStRy

CASE StUdIES:

dId yoU KNow? 

dIgItAl REwARd CARdS

Easily thank new 
customers who bundle 
policies and services 
or when they add 
dependents.

Provide event 
attendees with a fun 
giveaway item that 
is easy for staff to 
transport to the event. 

Encourage enrollment 
in paperless 
statements, recurring 
Auto Pay, and mobile 
services.

Include reward 
codes on direct mail 
pieces as a low cost 
way to stand out from 
competitors.

Reward customers 
when they reach 
desired milestones 
or attend key training 
sessions.

Recognize excellent 
customer service by 
providing easy spot 
rewards to employees 
who exceed company 
expectations.

THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

InSuRAncE InDuSTRy
If the peppy and prehistoric personalities that star in insurance industry advertising can tell 
us anything, it’s that competition in that market is spirited. Insurance brands and agencies 
are always looking for the right types of promotions to engage their existing and potential 
clients.  The flexibility of digital rewards makes it easy to provide interesting, compelling 
gifts and incentives. 

These rewards are a simple and effective way to welcome new customers, thank existing 
clients for their loyalty, or even encourage multi-service bundling. It’s affordable to add 
digital rewards to customer service campaigns, preferred billing promotions, and even 
internally in employee recognition and referral programs. The flexibility of these rewards 
and incentives allows for easy integration into programs of any size and scope across the 
insurance industry.   

Client: Aetna         Use: Customer Gifts & Incentives         Reward: eGift Cards

Aetna® was looking for a simple way to engage customers and increase brand awareness. With such a broad customer base, giving recipients an 
eGift Card that was redeemable online for a retailer of their choice was an easy way to give everyone something they’d like. 

These gift cards allowed Aetna to give a gift with even more reach than a gift card for one retailer. Plus, with this product, they were able to custom 
brand the reward card and landing page with their logo and promotion messaging. 

Client: A Leading Insurance Provider         Use: Direct Mail         Reward: Music Downloads

A leading insurance provider was interested in establishing a long-term relationship with the children of policyholders. They decided to celebrate each 
customer’s birthday by sending him or her a music download card wishing them a happy birthday in honor of their special day.

By printing codes in custom-made direct mail birthday cards, the insurance company was able to affordably distribute a high-value offering that 
customers could use to download 10 free songs of their choice.

Client: AAA         Use: Customer Gifts & Incentives        Reward: Photo Prints

AAA Insurance® understands the importance of teaching safe driving and that it’s especially true when it comes to new teen drivers. Agents needed 
an easy way to engage with the kids, while educating them on the dos and don’ts of driving. 

AAA Insurance connected with them by offering a reward card for five free photo prints after test-driving a simulator car at school events. It was an 
easy way for the AAA staff to provide a reward of value to so many events across the country. 

The tables have turned: Digital downloads now 
exceed physical sales.*  

Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online 
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and 
2017.** 

Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S. 
population attend at least one movie every year.*** 

Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion 
dollars on magazine subscriptions annually.****

* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media 
Factbook

Made up of a full range of physical and digital products, 
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music 
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals, 
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital 
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver 
high-perceived value products. With our easy-to-
implement platform, brands can offer these relevant, 
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value. 


